
2x End Brackets 2x Cord Ceats

1x Valance 8x Fixing Screws

8x Wall Plugs
2x Centre Brackets

(blind size 120cm, 150cm)
3x Centre  Brackets

(blind size 180cm, 210cm)

Tools Required
- Drill (hammer function required for masonry installation) 
- Phillips Head Screwdriver
- 8mm Masonry Drill Bit (For Wall Plugs) 
- Hammer 
- 3.5mm Pilot Drill Bit (Timber)
- Pencil
- Spirit Level

Estimated Installation Time: 25 mins

STEP 1 - Select Your Mount Type & Measure
FACE MOUNT: This blind is installed outside the 
window frame

1) With Architrave; take the external width 
measurements, including the architrave
2) Without Architrave; take the width of the 
opening and add an extra 100mm

RECESS MOUNT: This blind is installed inside the window 
frame; take 3 width measurements to determine if the 
window is square. If it’s not, use the smallest measurement

Once you have selected your mount, measure the length and 
width of your window to ensure the correct size blind has 
been selected for your installation type
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4x Cord Cleat Screws



STEP 2. Mark the First End Bracket Position
Hold one of the end brackets (with the large holes facing the 
floor) at your preferred fixing location. Use a pencil to mark the 
screw holes. 

STEP 3 – Securing the First End Bracket
For Timber; 
Pre-drill pilot holes with a 3.5mm drill bit and then attach the 
bracket using a screwdriver and the fixing screws. 

For Masonry (two screws per bracket are sufficient); 
Using a Hammer Drill, make holes using a 8mm masonry drill 
bit. Then insert the supplied wall plugs using a hammer. 
Attach the bracket using a screwdriver and the supplied 
fixing screws.

STEP 4 – Securing the Second Bracket   
Place one end of the blind into the secured bracket.  Whilst 
temporarily holding the other side of the blind, rest a spirit 
level on the head rail to ensure the blind is level. Mark the 
position of the second end bracket using a pencil. 

For Timber; 
Pre-drill pilot holes with a 3.5mm drill bit and then attach the 
bracket using a screwdriver and the fixing screws. 

For Masonry (two screws per bracket are sufficient); 
Using a Hammer Drill, make holes using a 8mm masonry drill 
bit. Then insert the supplied wall plugs using a hammer. 
Attach the bracket using a screwdriver and the supplied 
fixing screws.

Leave the gate of the bracket open so that the blind can be 
installed shortly. 
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STEP 5 – Install the Centre Bracket
The centre brackets need to be evenly spaced across the blind 
width. Ensure the brackets do not overlap any of the cords or 
operating mechanisms. 

For Timber; 
Pre-drill pilot holes with a 3.5mm drill bit and then attach the 
bracket using a screwdriver and the fixing screws. 

For Masonry (two screws per bracket are sufficient); 
Using a Hammer Drill, make holes using a 8mm masonry drill 
bit. Then insert the supplied wall plugs using a hammer. 
Attach the bracket using a screwdriver and the supplied 
fixing screws.

STEP 6 – Installing the Blind
Pick up the blind making sure the blind operating cords are 
facing towards you. Carefully slide the headrail into the 
brackets and secure by closing the gates on the end brackets 
so they click into place.

STEP 7 – Install the Valance
Slide Valance clips into Valance grooves as per photo.

Next, hook the valance onto the front lip of the head rail.
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STEP 9 – Install Rope Cleats
To install the rope cleat, hold it in position. Mark the hole, 
pre drill, and fix the rope cleat into position using the 
screws provided.

Tip: We recommend fixing the cleat at a height of 1.6m or 
above from the ground. 

To avoid creating a possible strangulation hazard for children, the 
corded internal window covering must be installed in such a way that 
a loose cord cannot form a loop 220mm or longer at a height of less 
than 1600mm above floor level.

A cord guide may be installed lower than 1600mm above the floor 
level if the cord is sufficiently secured or tensioned to prevent a loop 
220mm or longer from being formed.

If a cord guide is installed lower than 1600mm above floor level it 
must be designed to prevent a child from being able to remove 
the cord.

If a cleat is used to secure the cord, it must be at least 1600mm 
above floor level because a child is capable of unwinding a cord from 
a cleat.
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